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Abstract Given the extremely limited hardware resources
on sensor nodes and the inclement deploying environment,
the adversary Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack becomes a
serious security threat toward wireless sensor networks.
Without adequate defense mechanism, the adversary can
simply inundate the network by flooding the bogus data
packets, and paralyze the partial or whole sensor network by
depleting node battery power. Prior work on false packet
filtering in sensor networks are mostly based on symmetric
key schemes, with the concern that the public key operations
are too expensive for the resource constrained sensors.
Recent progress in public key implementations on sensors,
however, has shown that public key is already feasible for
sensors. In this paper, we present PDF, a Public-key based
false Data Filtering scheme that leverages Shamir’s threshold cryptography and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC),
and effectively rejects 100% of false data packets. We
evaluate PDF by real world implementation on MICAz
motes. Our experiment results support the conclusion that
PDF is practical for real world sensor deployment.
Keywords Sensor networks  Denial of service 
Authentication  ECC
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battlefield surveillance, wild animal habitat monitoring, and
environmental monitoring. Given the extremely constrained
hardware resources of the sensor nodes, the adversary
Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack becomes a serious security
threat. The adversary can first compromise an individual
low-power sensor, and then inundate the whole network by
injecting large amounts of bogus data packets into the
network through the compromised node. These bogus
messages flood the network, deplete the battery power of
the sensor nodes, and finally paralyze the whole network.
This problem has attracted many attentions in the past
several years. Most of prior work [1–4], except [5], on
sensor network message authentication and bogus data
filtering mainly rely on symmetric key schemes. Ye et al.
[1, 2] proposed a statistical en-route false report filtering
scheme (SEF). The scheme requires each report be
endorsed by multiple sensor nodes by encrypting the report
with their random pre-distributed symmetric keys. The
intermediate nodes on the route compare their own keys
with those used for encrypting the report, and check the
corresponding encryption if matched keys are found. Since
the authentication capability of the intermediate nodes
depends on the probabilistic key sharing, only a portion of
bogus messages can be detected and dropped. If the communication is between two remote sensor nodes, the
receiver still cannot know, with a certain probability,
whether or not the message is valid. Zhu et al. [4] proposed
an Interleaved Hop-by-hop Authentication scheme (IHA)
to detect the false report. The protocol requires that the
sensor nodes maintain a pre-route interleaved associations
so that any sensor shares each secret with its upper associated node and lower associated sensor. The problem of
this approach is that it is not practical for large sensor
networks. Many times, the message routing paths are not
determined due to the unpredictable nature of wireless
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communications. The association requires global knowledge of the networks, which is very difficult to get for large
scale sensor networks. Further, this scheme only filters the
false report which is sent to the sink. The sensor nodes have
no ability to authenticate the messages between the sensor
nodes since the corresponding association knowledge is not
available.
Unlike the symmetric key based schemes, the public key
approach [5] proposed by Zhang et al. yields better security
resilience. Unfortunately, the bilinear pairing based scheme
is too expensive to be afforded by the low-power sensor
hardware. Another straightforward public-key based
approach is to use the public-key infrastructure (PKI) that is
widely used on Internet, e.g., X509. However, PKI cannot
be directly used on sensor networks due to following three
issues. First, public key size is normally large, such as 128
bytes for 1024-bit RSA. Sensors are extremely resource
constrained devices. The distribution of public keys in
sensor network would cause high communication overhead,
which in turn will reduce the battery life. Second, the public
key has to be certified before it can be used to verify a
signature. It is difficult to have an on-line CA in sensor
networks. The workaround solution is to attach a certificate
with the public key. But again it would cause more communication overhead since the certificate has the same data
length as the public key. Third, the simple scheme is not
resilient to defend against DoS attacks. If a sensor is compromised, the adversary then uses it to send a large number
of messages with legitimate signatures (of the compromised
sensor).
In this paper, we propose a Public-key based false Data
Filtering scheme (PDF), which leverages threshold cryptography and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). As we
will show, ECC is more affordable than other public key
schemes for sensors. With carefully devised ECC-based
security protocols and optimized ECC primitive implementation on sensor nodes, ECC is very practical on
extremely resource constrained devices. In PDF, any event
report message requires an attached digital signature which
is signed by system private key. Due to the threat of node
compromise, any single sensor cannot be trusted to keep
the system private key and be allowed to generate the
system signature. Instead, with the assumption that the
adversary can not compromise up to t sensors, we design a
threshold endorsement scheme. We first pre-distribute a
unique system secret share to every individual sensor
during the network deployment. Upon the detection of an
event, the group of sensor nodes that detect the event
collaborate together and jointly generate a system signature. The intermediate sensor nodes can easily validate the
event report by efficiently verifying the attached signature.
Unlike the symmetric key based schemes that only support
false data filtering for the sink bounded messages, PDF
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supports any point to point communication in the sensor
network.
Since it is computationally infeasible for the adversary
to forge a digital signature without knowing the system
secret, any false report will be detected with 100% probability. PDF is also resilient to sensor compromising attack.
The threshold cryptography guarantees the system secret
will not be revealed as long as no more than t - 1 (t is a
system parameter) sensors are compromised. We have
implemented all the components for the false data filtering
scheme on the real world sensor nodes and shown the
performance of the public-key based scheme is practical.
The contribution of this paper can be summarized as
follows. First, we propose a public-key based false data
filtering scheme for sensor networks. Different from symmetric key based schemes, our scheme is able to filter out
the false data with 100% probability and support any endto-end communication in sensor networks. Second, we
carefully design a threshold signature generation scheme
that allows a number of low-power and untrusted sensors to
cooperatively and efficiently generate a system digital signature. Our threshold signature generation scheme can also
be applied in other applications, such user access control.
Third, we have implemented all the components for our
proposed scheme, including the ECC public-key primitive
suite for MICAz sensor motes. Our experiment results
prove that PDF is practical for real world applications.

2 Related work
Sensor network security has attracted extensive attentions
in recent years. Eschenauer and Gligor propose a random
graph based key pre-distribution scheme [6]. The scheme
assigns each sensor a random subset of keys from a large
key pool, and allows any two nodes to find one common key
with a certain probability and use that key as their shared
symmetric key. Based on their contribution, a number of
researches [7–11] have been delivered to strengthen the
security and improve the efficiency. Researchers found
the sensor deployment information can be used to reduce
the number of pre-loaded keys and meanwhile improve the
key connectivity. Instead of pre-distributing random keys,
schemes [9, 10] pre-loads either secret matrices or secret
polynomials in the sensors to improve the connectivity and
reduce the overhead. Recently, this method is also adopted
in heterogeneous sensor networks [12, 13]. Although the
symmetric key based schemes are efficient in computation,
they all require considerable memory space and communication overhead for key pre-distribution and key discovery. The public key based pair-wise key schemes proposed
by Zhang et al. [5, 14] achieve some nice security features
by using ID-based cryptography. Unfortunately, it is still a
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doubt that the ID-based cryptography is feasible for
resource constrained sensors.
The most related research to our work are [1–4]. Zhu
et al. [4] proposed an Interleaved Hop-by-hop Authentication scheme (IHA) to detect the false report. The protocol requires that the sensor nodes maintain a pre-route
interleaved associations so that any sensor shares each
secret with its upper associated node and lower associated
sensor. Ye et al. [2] proposed a statistical en-route false
report filtering scheme (SEF). The scheme requires each
report be endorsed by multiple sensor nodes by encrypting the report with their random pre-distributed symmetric
keys. The intermediate nodes on the route compare their
own keys with those used for encrypting the report, and
check the corresponding encryption if matched keys are
found. If the corresponding encryption does not match,
the report is considered as a forged one and dropped. A
more sophisticated en-route false report filtering scheme
is proposed by Yang et al. [1]. Based on SEF, this scheme
pre-distributes the symmetric keys in a way that the keys
are associated with the sensor location (in the granularity
of a cell). This scheme is more resilient than SEF because
the adversary has to compromise a number of sensors in a
same location to forge an event report, which is considered more difficult and easier to be detected. Besides the
above symmetric key based schemes, Zhang et al. propose a Probabilistic En-route Filtering scheme [5] by
threshold-endorsement using ID-based cryptography. The
scheme is more resilient and more effective than the
symmetric key schemes in defending against the various
security attacks, such as Sybil and node duplicates.
However, as we mentioned, the computation is still too
expensive for practical implementation on real world
sensor networks.
The threshold cryptography adopted in this paper was
also studied for ad hoc network security in prior work
[15, 16]. The main difference is that sensor nodes have
extremely limited resources, including CPU, memory,
storage and battery power. As a result, their solutions
cannot be practically applied to sensor networks. We are
the first to implement threshold cryptography in practice
for sensor networks. We carefully design the protocol to
show threshold cryptography is affordable and practical for
real sensor network deployment.

3 Network and security model
We consider a large scale wireless sensor network deployed
in a variety of environments. Sensor nodes are the low-cost
wireless devices and have very limited hardware resources
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including processor, memory and energy. Upon detection of
an event, the sensor nodes generate event report packets and
send them back to the sink through multihop routing. For
the event detection that needs the collaboration of a group
of nearby sensors, we assume the sensor clustering protocol,
as proposed in prior work [17–23], has been already
deployed. The event report is generated by the sensor
cluster and transmitted to the sink by the multi-hop routing
protocol. We assume the sensor network routing scheme,
such as Directed Diffusion [24], LEACH [22] or GPSR
[25], is also deployed.
The sensor network security is managed by a Certification Authority (CA), which is responsible for generating
all security credentials and distributing the secret keys. Due
to the constrained resources and costly wireless communications on sensors, the CA can not be online and accessible as the way it runs in Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).
Instead, the CA only runs during the network deployment,
system rekeying, or sensor replenishing period. Since the
CA has to be off-line in most of time, each sensor has to be
pre-loaded with its private key, public key and certificate
before the deployment. Each sensor uses these keys to
build the secure communication channels with its neighboring sensors as well as perform future sensing tasks.
An adversary is assumed to use all possible means to
attack the message authentication mechanism in the sensor
network. To capture the system secret, the adversary may
launch either passive or active attacks. A typical passive
attack is message eavesdropping. The active attacks,
however, may include Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) and
sensor compromise. Due to the limited hardware resources,
sensor nodes may be compromised upon capture. In this
paper, we assume the adversary can retrieve all secret
information from compromised sensors. However, we
assume that at most t - 1 sensors can be compromised.
The assumption is reasonable because compromising sensors takes time and effort. In addition to the system secret
capture, this paper focuses on the adversary DoS attack.
The adversary may forge the event reports and inundate
these messages in the network in order to deplete the batter
power of sensors and finally paralyze the network.
Finally, this paper assumes the event detected by a
sensor group (or cluster) with t members is always genuine.
It is true that the adversary may generate a fake event or a
forged value to confuse the base station. The adversary can
influence the group decision through various attacks, such
as the Sybil attack. However, it is obviously out of the
scope of the security problem addressed in this paper, and
prior work [26, 27] has already proposed schemes to
defend against such attacks. We thus do not explicitly
address the security problem in event detection.
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4 Public-key based false data filtering (PDF)
In this section, we present PDF, a public-key based false
data filtering scheme. The basic idea is to generate a system
signature for each event report so that any intermediate
node with the system public key can easily verify the event
report and drop the false data packets. While public key
signature generation and verification have been well
established in Internet, its application in wireless sensor
network poses a unique challenge. To generate a system
signature, the sensor node has to have the system private
key. However, any single sensor cannot be trusted to hold
the secret because it is vulnerable to adversary’s compromise attack. Our PDF solves the problem by using Shamir’s
secret sharing. Instead of giving the system secret to each
individual sensor, PDF distributes the secret in the following way: each sensor holds a unique share of the secret and
any t sensor can collaborate together and reconstruct the
secret. Therefore, each event report message has to be
endorsed by t sensor nodes. The t endorsing sensors actually
jointly generate a system signature for the endorsed packet.
We first briefly introduce Shamir’s secret sharing
scheme. Second, to achieve the least overhead as possible,
we then adopt the ECPVS signature scheme [28]. Third, we
present the threshold endorsement false report filtering
scheme. Finally, we provide the cost and security analysis,
as well as the extension of probabilistic verification to
reduce the computation cost.
4.1 Shamir’s secret sharing
We assume CA maintains a system secret polynomial:
f ðyÞ ¼ a0 þ a1 y þ a2 y2 þ    þ at1 yt1 :

ð1Þ

a0 ; a1 ; . . .at1 are random number picked in GF(q). System
secret x is picked as x = a0.
During the sensor network deployment, each sensor
(identified by si) is pre-distributed with a secret share of x. In
particular, the secret share for sensor si is xi ¼ f ðsi Þ: Any t
sensor nodes can reconstruct the system secret by Lagrange
P
Q
sj
interpolation: x ¼ ti¼1 li xi ; where li ¼ tj¼1;j6¼i sj s
is
i
Lagrange coefficient. However, it is computationally
infeasible for any t - 1 or less sensors to reconstruct the
system secret.
4.2 ECPVS signature scheme
The typical digital signature scheme in ECC is the elliptic
curve version of Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA), also
know as ECDSA. ECDSA produces 40 byte signature,
which is much smaller than 128 byte signature of RSA.
However, we are still concerned that the 60-byte message
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payload (combining a 20-byte message and its 40-byte
ECDSA signature) is still too large for a typical data packet
for sensor network (e.g., 29 bytes in TinyOS for MICAz
motes). Therefore, we adopt ECPVS signature scheme
which offers smaller signature size than ECDSA.
We describe the ECPVS [28] signature scheme as following. Given a message M, we divide M to CjjV; where C
and V are two parts of the message M, and jCj þ jVj  jMj;
because it is necessary to arrange some redundant information to be included in C. For example, C holds some
secret information and the signer identity, while V holds
the sender identity, message description, time stamp, etc.
We assume the signer has her private key x, and the corresponding public key Q = xP. The signer performs the
following steps to sign the message.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Choose a random key k in [1, q - 1];
Compute kP, resulting a point with coordinate ðxk ; yk Þ;
let r = xk. Check r (mod q), go back to the first step if
the result is zero;
Compute e = ENC(r, C);
Compute d ¼ HðejjVÞ;
Compute r ¼ x  d þ k mod q;
(e,r) is the digital signature.

The ENC denotes a symmetric-key encryption algorithm. Similarly, we later denote ENC-1 as a decryption
operation, which usually uses the same symmetric-key
encryption algorithm. The signer sends hV; e; ri to the
receiver. To verify the message M ¼ CjjV and the signature, the receiver needs to do following steps.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Compute d ¼ HðejjVÞ;
Compute R = rP - dQ;
Compute C ¼ ENC 1 ðXðRÞ; eÞ;
Check the redundant information in C.

4.3 Threshold signature generation
Our event report signature generation scheme combines the
ECPVS digital signature and Shamir secret sharing scheme
[29] to generate the threshold signature. Examining the
ECPVS protocol presented in Sect. 4.2, the signer has to
have secret k and x. Considering a group of local sensors
are the signer, the challenge of signature generation is how
the group jointly constructs k and x (step 1 of ECPVS
signature generation), the encryption of the content C (in
step 3), and the calculation of sigma (in step 5). Note that
any member of the group should not learn and reveal any
information about k and x, assuming the adversary may
capture all the communications inside the group.
We adopt Shamir’s secret sharing scheme [29] to share
system secret x. To achieve that, CA maintains a secret
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polynomial: fx ðyÞ ¼ x þ a1 y þ    þ at1 yt1 : Before being
deployed, each sensor si receives a secret share of fx(y),
which is denoted as xi, and xi ¼ fx ðsi Þ: Any t sensors can
P
reconstruct the system private key: x ¼ ti¼1 xi li ; where li
is the Lagrange coefficient. Any t - 1 or less sensors, on
the other hand, can not compromise system secret x
because of the threshold property.
Shamir’s secret sharing system discussed above, however, can not be used to share the secret random number k.
The reason is that ECPVS signature scheme requires the
signer should pick a different random k for a different
signature. Otherwise, an adversary may easily derive system secret x by only capturing two signatures generated
from the same k. To share a different random secret k
among the group of sensors each time, we adopt the Joint
Shamir Random secret sharing scheme [29]. This scheme
allows all participating sensors to generate their own random secret polynomials (similar to fx(y)) each time. To
share a random secret k, each sensor in turn acts as a dealer
to distribute the share of the secret (of his own polynomial)
to the other members in the group. It should be emphasized
that the polynomial shares must be distributed through the
secure communication channels. We assume sensors
already establish the pair-wise keys with their neighboring
sensors by using existing schemes [6–10, 30]. In particular,
sensor si generates its secret random polynomial fsi ðyÞ; and
distributes the share of secret fsi ðsj Þ to sensor sj
(1  j  t; j 6¼ i). Then, each sensor receives t - 1 secret
shares from the other t - 1 sensor in the group, and one
share of its own. By combining these t secret shares, each
sensor si computes its own share of k, denoted as ki, and
P
ki ¼ tj¼1 fsj ðsi Þ: The shared secret, as the random number
k, is actually embedded in the polynomial that is the
summation of t secret random polynomial generated by
P
each of t sensors, gðyÞ ¼ ti¼1 fsi ðyÞ: The secret k is
determined by: k = g(0). In this way, no sensor in the
group knows the value of k. Any t sensors, however, can
jointly reconstruct k by using Larrange interpolation: k ¼
Pt
i¼1 ki li : Again, li is the Lagrange coefficient.
With both k and x shared, the event report threshold
signature generation scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1. We
assume t sensors, s1 ; . . .; st ; detect the event, denoted as
M ¼ CjjV; where C can be the secret event measures and V
can be general event description. We also assume s1 is
elected as the group leader. First, t sensors construct kP.
Each sensor si sends its share ki li P to group leader s1 (li is
the Lagrange coefficient), which in-turn sums the t shares
to get kP (by Lagrange interpolation), denoted as R. Then,
s1 broadcasts R to the rest t - 1 sensors. Each sensor uses
R to generate e and d as shown in Fig. 1, computes its share
of the system signature: ri ¼ xi li d þ ki li ; and send it to s1
through the secure communication channel. The summation of t shares of signatures produces the system signature:
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Fig. 1 Event report threshold signature generation scheme by t
sensor nodes, s1,s2,...,st

P
P
r ¼ ti¼1 xi li d þ ti¼1 ki li ¼ xd þ k: Finally, s1 sends (r,
e, V) to the destination, either the sink or other remote
sensor node.
An important security measure of the above joint signature generation protocol is not to reveal any of system
secrets, x, k, and individual sensor secret shares, si ; xi ; at
any step of the protocol. Otherwise, if the group leader is
compromised, then system secrets are compromised. When
kP is constructed to encrypt C (in step 2 of ECPVS), each
sensor si submits ki li P instead of explicit ki, so that secret
share ki is protected by the security property of discrete
logarithm problem, i.e., it is infeasible to derive ki from
kiP. When the signature r is built (in step 5 of ECPVS), the
partial signature ri submitted by each sensor is the linear
combination of two unknown secrets xi ; ki ; so the group
leader has no way to derive the values of xi ; ki from ri.
Overall, all secrets are well protected during the signature
generation by the group.
4.4 Cost analysis
The t endorsing sensors have to jointly generate a random
value k for each event report. To share a random k, each
participating sensor si first generates its own random polynomial fsi ðyÞ; and calculate the secret shares for other
members in the group. For the group with t members, each
sensor has to compute t shares of the t - 1 degree polynomial, including the one for itself. We will show in the
evaluation that the polynomial calculation is efficient for the
motes. For the message complexity, each sensor sends t - 1
secret shares to the t - 1 members, and receives t - 1
shares from the t - 1 members. Therefore, each sensor has
to send and receive 2(t - 1) messages.
Note the share of k can be pre-computed. The group of
sensors can run the secret sharing protocol at the idle time
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before the event is detected, so the shares of a new k is ready
for the next endorsement as long as the different events do
not occur at the same location at the same time. Another way
to reduce the communication overhead for k sharing is to
eliminate the k sharing procedure by using pre-computation.
If sensor nodes have enough storage space, CA can precompute different polynomials and pre-load the shares into
the sensors during the deployment. Each share is associated
with an index number. To endorse a new signature, the group
of sensors only need to negotiate a new index, and use that
share to construct a new random k. In this way, the message
complexity can be reduced to the minimum.
After the shares of k are ready, the most expensive
computation for each sensor si is one ECC point multiplication to compute Pi as shown in Fig. 1. For the message
complexity, each sensor needs to send or receive two points
and one scalar value, which includes its share Pi, the value
of kP, and its share of r.
The event report message consists of r, e and V. Since V
has the half size of e, the total message length is the size of
two and half scalars. The computational cost to verify
the report, as shown in Sect. 4.2, is two ECC point
multiplications.
4.5 Security analysis
Our security analysis of the threshold signature generation
scheme focuses on following two threats. We first check
whether or not the adversary can infer the system secret by
compromising one or more sensors and collaborating with
other sensors in signature generation. Second, we examine
the security resilience of secret k sharing because the
compromise of k will lead to the whole system secret
compromise. Note, the security resilience of sharing secret
secret x by any t sensors is guaranteed by Shamir’s secret
sharing scheme. As long as there are no more than t sensors
are compromised, there is no feasible solution to get x.
A compromised group leader certainly may cause
greater security threat than other sensors since the leader
collects more information, so the following analysis is
based on the assumption that the group leader is compromised. The group leader (s1) receives t shares of kP from
other endorsing sensors and derive the value of kP, but the
values of these points do not reveal any information of ki or
k due to the security property of ECC. The group leader s1
also receives t shares of system signature. In each share,
ri ¼ xi li d þ ki li ; there are two unknown values: xi and ki.
Any single or multiple shares combined does not reveal
any information of xi and ki. Therefore, s1 has no way to
determine the system secret x and the random k without
physically compromising the rest t - 1 endorsing sensors.
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As we can see, even though s1 can be compromised, the
adversary still cannot obtain the system secret to generate
the signature for his injected data.
The shared random number k has a critical security role
in PDF scheme. As we discussed previously, the compromise of k directly leads the compromise of system secret x.
Therefore, any one or more (less than t) sensors must not
get any information of k during the signature generate,
otherwise the compromise attack may allow the adversary
to acquire k. In Joint Shamir Random Secret sharing
scheme [29], secret k is embedded in the polynomial that is
the combination of each secret polynomial of t sensors.
Each group member si holds a secret share of k, ki. As long
as at least one sensor is not compromised, the adversary
can not get t secret shares, and thus can not reconstruct k.
Further, since sensors do not directly send their secret
shares ki to the group leader, (instead they bind their ki with
xi and the endorsed messages abstract d), the traffic monitoring does not give the adversary any chance to obtain the
secret shares. Note the communication channel between
sensors are encrypted to raise the security threshold and
defend against other security attacks, including message
injection and impersonate attacks.
One may wonder whether the compromised group leader can generate the signature for the forged messages
because it can collect t partial signatures. This forged
signature generation attempt, again, will fail because the
partial signature submitted from each group member is
bind with the endorsed event. In particular, the message
abstract d is bind with each partial signature. If these partial
signatures are used on a forged message, ECPVS verification will fail and the forged message will be immediately
dropped by the forwarding sensors.
Finally, PDF scheme does not prevent the adversary’s
disruption attacks. The disruption attack happens when the
adversary (by compromising one or more sensors) intentionally submits a corrupted partial secret or signature and
then disturbs the signature generation. As the result, the
generated threshold signature is invalid, and the legitimate
event report will be dropped by the forwarding sensors.
Several schemes have been proposed to identify the compromised sensors in prior studies [31–33], the security
solution for defending against the disruption or false negative attacks is still an open research problem [2], and is
considered as one of our future work. It should be
emphasized that the disruption attack may trigger the system attention from the base station or sink because the
network abnormality can be detected if many legitimate
reports are dropped due to the attack. Then, the administration personnel can physically locate the compromised
sensors and remove them from the network.
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4.6 Probabilistic false data filtering
Given the event report with system signature, any intermediate forwarding sensor can easily verify the signature
and decide whether or not to drop the packet. Theoretically,
starting from the source node (s1) to the destination, only
one verification is enough to filter the possible false data
packet. The signature verification at every hop is not necessary. However, considering the adversary’s DoS attack
can occur at any location in the network, one signature
verification is not adequate because the adversary can
inject the false data after the node that verifies the signature. Therefore, we propose the probabilistic false data
filtering to balance the trade-off between computation
overhead and the DoS attack prevention.
We denote pf, a system wide parameter, as the en-route
verification probability. Any intermediate forwarding sensor, with the probability of pf, verifies the system signature
by using the verification method presented in Sect. 4.2 . The
verifying sensor first calculates d ¼ hðejjVÞ; then deduces
R = rP - dQ (P is the base point, and Q is the system
public key). The value of X-coordinate of R is used to
recover C, which is the part of original message M. Finally,
the verifying sensor compares the redundant information in
C with V. The event report message will be regarded
authentic if the verification is successful. Otherwise, the
message will be immediately dropped.

5 Performance evaluation
We evaluate our proposed PDF scheme by implementing all
components on the real world experiment test-bed, including
sensor confidential generation and pre-loading, security
communication channel establishing, random secret number
sharing, and threshold signature generation.
5.1 Experiment testbed and parameter setting
Our experiments use MICAz [34] motes as the sensor
platform. MICAz is powered by an ATmega128 microcontroller, which features an 8MHz, 8-bit RISC CPU,
128K bytes flash memory (ROM) and 4K RAM. The RF
transceiver on MICAz is IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee compliant,
and can achieve maximum 250kbps data rate. Our MICAz
motes run TinyOS [35] version 1.1.15.
We implement ECC public key primitives on MICAz
motes. We choose SECG recommended 160-bit elliptic
curve, secp160r1, in our ECC implementation. The 160-bit
ECC offers the same security level as the 1024-bit RSA
does [36], which is a more popular public key scheme and
widely used in e-commerce. The performance of threshold
signature generation and public key verification directly
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Table 1 The performance 160-bit ECC on MICAz mote, including
fix point multiplication (FPM), random point multiplication (RPM),
signature generation (Sign) and signature verification (Verify)
Platform

FPM

RPM

Sign

Verify

MICAz

1.24 s

1.35 s

1.35 s

1.96 s

determines the performance of PDF. The current ECC
implementation in the public domain suffers very poor
performance if ported directly. It is reported in [37] that it
takes more than 30 s to generate a public key. To significantly reduce the computation time for ECC exponentiation, we have adopted a number of optimization techniques
customized for the 8-bit architecture, including Hybrid
Multiplication and Pseudo Mersenne modular reduction for
large integer multiplication, Mixed Coordination for efficient ECC additions and doubling, etc. Due to the space
limit, this paper omits the detail description of the optimizations. We refer interested readers to [38] for details.
We summarize the key performance results in Table 1.
We run the experiment in an office room with the
dimension of 15 ft by 10 ft. The sensors are evenly placed
on a table with the average distance of 2ft with each other.
To achieve the better communication efficiency, we change
the default TinyOS data packet payload size to 68 bytes
(including 4-byte control information) from the original 29
bytes. This allows us to transmit an ECC public key (40
bytes) in one data packet. One possible trade-off for payload size extension is that the packet may suffer transmission errors more easily than that of the default size. As
the result, the communication efficiency can be affected
when packet loss happens. Our experiment results, however, show the packet loss is rare after the payload size
extension. It could be the reason that our sensor deployment condition is too ideal to show the difference after
payload size extension. It is one of our future work to study
the communication efficiency in an outdoor and realistic
deployment condition.
With all security components implemented, the program
has the code size (ROM) of 35,108 bytes and the data size
(RAM) of 2,648 bytes. Given the capacity of 128KB programming (ROM) size and 4KB data (RAM) size, we only
use less than 30% of the programming size. The rest space
can be reserved for other applications or future expansion.
One may be concerned that we have consumed about 65%
of the data size so that other applications may have
memory shortage. One feasible solution is to move the
constant variables (for ECC parameters) from RAM to
on-board permanent storage (EPROM or flash). Further,
more optimized and careful programming can also ease the
memory shortage.
Our evaluation focuses on the time consumption,
including the communication delay and the computation
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delay. We do not explicitly give the performance of power
consumption, because the combination of message complexity and time consumption can always be approximately
translated to the power consumption. In the experiment, we
have also adopted the simple scheduling scheme so that the
probability for the packet corruption due to the collision is
very small. During the experiment, we repeat each test for
20 times, and record the average time consumption. We
finally discuss the PDF scheme message overhead and its
scalability when the network size grows.
5.2 Evaluation of local pair-wise key establishment

Our experiment shows it takes 4.1 s to share a pair-wise
key between two MICAz motes. The performance can be
improved under the circumstance. For example, Yv in step
(3) can be pre-computed. In that case, the optimized
scheme only takes 1.5 s to establish the secret between two
MICAz sensors.
In the next experiment, we test the time consumption for
multiple neighboring sensors to establish keys with other
sensors in the same neighborhood area (achieving full
connectivity). Since the ECC operation time is much
longer than the message transmission delay, we schedule
the communications among the sensors in such a way that
allows all sensors to do ECC operation simultaneously. In
particular, each sensor first broadcasts its certificate and
public key. After all certificates and public keys are
received, the group of sensors simultaneously verify other
certificates and compute the challenges for all other parties.
Then, each sensor in turn transmits the challenges. After all
challenges are received, the group of sensors simultaneously decrypt the challenge, and finally establish the
pair-wise keys. Figure 3 shows the time consumption of
both pair-wise key establishing schemes for up to 16 sensors. Even though the number of edges increase quadratically when the number of sensors increases, we find the
overall time consumption for key establishment grows
linearly. This is because sensors compute ECC exponentiation in parallel. When there are 16 sensors, it takes
around 35 s to achieve full key connectivity. Our optimized
key establishing scheme again shows the superior efficiency, it only takes 14 s to establish pair-wise key among
16 sensors, almost one third of time consumption compared
to non-optimized scheme.
5.3 Evaluation of threshold signature generation
In this subsection, we evaluate the false data filtering performance. We first present the performance of the two

Time to achieve full key connectivity (s)

To build the secure communication channels, pair-wise
keys have to be established among the sensors. In the
implementation, we adopt the ECC-based pair-wise key
establishing scheme proposed in our previous work [39].
To ease the explanation, we show the slightly tweaked key
establishment protocol in Fig. 2. The adjustment is to
optimize the key establishing time consumption.
We suppose the key establishment protocol is running
between two neighboring sensors u and v. Each sensor is
pre-loaded with its public key and privacy key pair as long
as the system security credentials. For example, sensor u is
pre-loaded with qu, Qu and Cu, which are the private key,
the public key and the public key certificate, respectively.
Qu can be verified from Cu by following formula: Qu ¼
eu Cu þ Q; where eu ¼ hashðIDjjCu Þ; and Q is the system
public key. In general, Cu is used to verify the public key
Qu. Steps (1) and (2) of the protocol showed in Fig. 2
present how v verifies u. Interested readers are referred to
[39] for detail explanation of the sensor certificate generation and verification.
After verifying sensor u, sensor v immediately sends Yv
to u after generating Yv, so that the calculation of Rv by v
and qu Yv by u, the two time consuming ECC exponentiation, can be performed simultaneously. In step (7) and (8),
only u, who has the private keyqu, can recover rv from nv :
Finally, u and v agree on rv as the secret key.
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Fig. 2 ECC-based pair-wise key establishment scheme between two
neighboring sensors: u and v
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Fig. 3 The time duration for multiple neighboring sensors to achieve
full key connectivity
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components in PDF: threshold signature generation and
signature verification. We then use the results to estimate
the overall performance with different hop-by-hop authentication probabilities.
It is important that, in the threshold signature generation,
the group of t local sensors need to share a different random secret k for each signature. Therefore, we first evaluate the cost for random secret (k) sharing. In the
experiment, we first schedule all the motes to generate their
random secret polynomials simultaneously, as well as the
20 byte secret shares for each of the other sensors in the
group. Then, all the motes in turn unicast their secret shares
to the corresponding sensors. We measure the time consumption in the whole process. The experiment results are
illustrated in Fig. 4. We find the cost for sharing a random
secret is not negligible but reasonable. For a group of 8
sensors, it takes only 1.8 s. The time consumption increases
quadratically with the sensor group growing because the
key graph edges increase with Oðn2 Þ (suppose n is the
number of endorsing sensors). As the result, the communication complexity is Oðn2 Þ: For a sensor group with 16
nodes, it then takes 5.8 s to share a random k.
Note the random k sharing protocol can be executed in
the idle time before the event is detected, so that the random secret can be immediately used for endorsing the
event upon detection. Therefore, the time duration for the
threshold signature usually does not include the time delay
for sharing k unless more than one different events occur
simultaneously at the same location. Based on the above
reason, our experiment for measuring the time delay for the
threshold signature generation does not include the random
k sharing time. We present the experiment results in Fig. 5.
In general, the threshold signature generation is efficient
because each endorsing sensor only needs to do one ECC
point multiplication. With 8 local endorsing sensors, the
time duration is 2.3 s. The time linearly increases to 3.3 s
when the number of endorsing sensors becomes 16.
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14

16

The Number of Local Endorsing Sensors

Fig. 5 The time duration for the group of local sensors to generate
threshold system signature for the event report

The system signature verification is equivalent to an
ECC signature verification operation. The verification time
for an intermediate forwarding sensor is 1.96 s.
We are eager to investigate the overall performance of
PDF, including threshold signature generation and the
probabilistic false data filtering. In our evaluation, we
assume that the event detecting sensors have already
established pair-wise key with their neighbor endorsing
sensors. We also assume these sensors have already shared
a random secret k, which is used to generate the threshold
signature. We fix the number of endorsing sensors to 16.
Figure 6 demonstrates the overall performance of the false
data filtering scheme under different hop-by-hop verification probabilities. As we can see, as long as the system
parameter is properly selected, e.g., the verification probability is 10% or 20%, the overall performance of PDF is
reasonably practical. Given the event report destination
within less than 20 hops, the end-to-end delivery time is
less than 10 s. While the delivery distance increases to
50 hops, the delivery time moderately increases to around
20 s.
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Fig. 4 The time duration for the group of sensors to share a random
secret k
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Fig. 6 The overall time duration of false data filtering performance
under different probabilistic filtering value
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5.4 PDF message overhead and its scalability
In addition to the time delay, PDF scheme also introduces
extra messages to the sensor network. Since message
complexity analysis for each group sensor was presented in
the previous section, we here discuss the overall message
overhead that PDF brings to the system. The overall message overhead is important because it shows how much
communication cost the system has to pay to deploy PDF
scheme to defend against the adversary’s DoS attack.
The extra messages required in PDF scheme are used to
share the random secret k, generate the group signature and
the event signature attached to each event report message.
Note we do not count the message overhead in pair-wise
key establishing because it provides basic security infrastructure to the sensor network and can be included in any
other security scheme besides PDF. Suppose there are t
sensors in the group. As we indicated in the previous
section, to share a random secret k, each sensor needs to
send t - 1 messages, so t sensors totally send t(t - 1)
messages. As showed in Fig. 1, the signature generation
scheme, each group sensor sends two messages to the
group leader, and the group leader sends one message to
the rest of group. The number of message combined is
3(t - 1). In total, the number of extra messages to generate
a signature in PDF scheme is (t ? 3)(t - 1).
As the ECPVS scheme shows in Sect. 4.2, once the signature is generated, the group leader sends the event report
message in the format of (V, e, r), where V is the public part
of the message, e is the encrypted C, and r is the group
signature. Since the original message is CjjV; the extra part
sent in PDF scheme is just r, which has the length of 20 bytes
in 160-bit ECC system. Note this overhead is counted as per
hop. If the average hop number is h, the total amount of
message overhead for signature transmission is 20h.
The above analysis reveals that the message overhead
for signature generation is not related to the network size,
and is only determined by the size of group (t). In event
report transmission, PDF puts 20 bytes overhead in each
event report. Considering that the average event report
delivery distance may increase when the network size
grows, PDF scheme may introduce the network size related
message overhead. This overhead, however, can be very
minimal as 20 bytes can be transmitted in the same message with the moderate payload size inflation.

6 Conclusion
Compared to the symmetric-key based solutions, the public-key based scheme offers much more solid security
resilience. However, it is a challenge to design and
implement the public-key scheme in resource constrained
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sensor networks. In this paper, we show our effort in
designing the public-key based false data filtering scheme
(PDF) in wireless sensor networks. Our scheme takes the
advantage of recent progress in efficient implementation of
ECC primitives on sensor devices. PDF allows each event
report to be attached with a system signature jointly generated by a group of sensors nearby. This signature then is
conveniently and efficiently verified by forwarding sensors
along the routing path to the destination. We implemented
all security components in PDF on MICAz sensor motes
and run the protocol on our laboratory test bed. Our results
demonstrated that the event report signature can be generated and delivered to the destination within 20 hops in
10 s. This result also supports we are the first to design and
implement the practical public-key based false data filtering scheme in sensor networks.
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